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Abstract: The paper presents an idea of solar based after pumping system. To fulfill the need of water requirement of
an educational institute for different purposes such as drinking, irrigation and other daily requirement the idea is to
replace the grid power supply by the solar array system resulting in a huge power saving. The attempts are made to
recover the minimum cost of the whole system in minimum years and after that a calculation of revenue is discussed in
the work.
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I.

INTRODUCTION

Solar irrigation system using BLDC is an idea to replace
the grid power by the solar power and existing
submersible pump by the BLDC motor. Currently in India
the power for irrigation purpose is taken from the grid but
due to vast gap between demand and the supply of electric
power, farmers are suffering a lot. In the paper we are
presenting an idea to use the sun light for irrigation
purpose, it will fulfill all the demands for irrigation
purposes as well as creates an additional wealth to the
farmers under the schemes such as surya raitha scheme .
The model is very simple to install and almost operated at
zero maintenance cost as well as project is economically
friendly and can be installed at remote locations where it is
very difficult to fulfill the need with the grid power [1]. By
the implementation of solar irrigation system we can use
the solar power efficiently by converting the sun energy
into electrical energy. For irrigation a great percentage of
the water is required during the day time, solar water
pumping system can easily fulfill this requirement because
the sun is in its brightest position during the day time .The
main advantages of using the solar powered pumps
includes saving of grid energy, no fuel cost as it uses the
free sunlight, reliable operation, reduction in dependency
on rain and one of the most important advantage is
creating an additional wealth to the farmer as they can
supply some energy back to the grid. Experiments says
that a solar panel of 10 KW operating from 9 Am to 4 pm
for a land of 4 Acers is sufficient to give a profit of
amount of 60,000/- per year to the farmer (surya raitha
scheme)[2]In India There is a vast gap between demand
and supply of electric power. The shortage of electric
In the paper a case study of our educational institute
“Galgotia’s college of engineering and technology” is
carried out. All the information regarding the college
water pumping system is collected. The information
consist an overview about various motors, their locations,
their rating along with timing of operation. In college
water pumping system 4 submersible pumps are used to
fulfill the water demand with a total of 16hp power, which
means we have to apply a solar array system
approximately of 11.936 KW nearly equal to 12KW for
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power results in economically backwardness of the
country. (surya raitha scheme)[2]In India There is a vast
gap between demand and supply of electric power. The
shortage of electric power results in economically
backwardness of the country no fuel cost as it uses the free
sunlight, reliable operation, reduction in dependency on
rain and one of the most important advantage is creating
an additional wealth to the farmer as they can supply
some energy back to the grid. Experiments says that a
solar panel of 10 KW operating from 9 Am to 4 pm for a
land of 4 Acers is sufficient to give a profit of amount of
60,000/- per year to the farmer (surya raitha scheme)[2]
In India There is a vast gap between demand and supply of
electric power. The shortage of electric power results in
economically backwardness of the country.In India per
capita energy consumption is about 917.2 kWh which is
much lesser than European country where it is around
2600kWh [3], to fulfill the demand of power renewable
resources plays an important role. Solar power is one of
the most important type of renewable energy resources
used in India, now a day solar power is contributing to a
large amount of power in the total energy production by
various methods[4]. This is the reason why Indian
government is supporting incentive method of irrigations.
Solar irrigation is one of the most popular method of
irrigation. Gujarat government recently promised to
distribute more than 1,000 devices to its poor farmers,
Maharashtra government promised to distribute 5 lakh
solar
pumps
by
the
end
of
this
year.
Daily water requirement by our proposal we can save
2948.25 units of energy per month which is almost 7% of
the total energy consumption per month of the institute.
In a Solar water system PV array plays most important
part, PV array is a semiconductor device, which converts
sunlight into electricity but this technology costs more
than other electricity generation methods although there is
a hope that the cost will be down with the technical
advancement in few year .The second most important
component is motor- pump set ,a number of combination
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can be used for this, solar pump can be categorized in 3
types (according to the depth from where they can pump
the water) submersible pump used. submersible pump is of
two type :- surface pump and floating pump and
depending upon the working they are of two type:
centrifugal and helical type pump[6]. The motor can be
either AC or DC motor since the output from the PV array
is direct in nature so dc motor is widely used in solar
system. In our project we are using BLDC motor. In
BLDC motor there is absence Absence of carbon brushes
makes the operation free from noise and spark which
makes the life of motor long. The working function of
BLDC is achieved by electronically controlled switches or
by solid state switches. The operation of BLDC is much
more reliable in comparison to a conventional motor.
Other benefits of using BLDC motor is reliable operation,
much more efficient in comparison to conventional motor,
longer life due to the elimination of spark at brushes, less
noise as well as less electromagnetic interference[7].
Our idea is to replace the currently grid connected system
by solar powered system either with the help of already
existing AC operated system or by replacing the whole
system by the BLDC motor. For the analysis and
calculation purpose we use all the information including
motor rating, total timing of operation of each individual
motor, various purposes, various storage pumps ,their
capacity, locations, college operating power factor, college
tariff plans and operating power factor at last we collected
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information about previous year tariff plan to compare the
final results.
The study in the paper can be categorized in following
sections
Section 1:- introduction
Section2:-Description of existing water-pumping system.
Section3:- proposed models.
Section4:-techno-economic analysis of various models
Section5:-result evaluation
Section 6:- conclusion
II DESCRIPTION OF EXISTING SYSTEM
Existing water pumping system is consisting 4
submersible pumps, two of them is 5hp pump while the
other two is of 3 hp power. The motors are 3 phase
operated with a power factor of 0.982( lagging). The
pumps are used to supply a number of different tanks
located in different sections of campus. These sections are
Different blocks, as block A, B, C, D and block E, college
canteen, boy and girl hostel and 5 parks located in the
college campus.
The total water requirement of the college campus is
around 187500 liter per day excluding the water
requirement for park purpose. Total Capacity of tanks in
various blocks is 101000 liters which is for drinking and
washroom of the Brushes so the losses and the noise will
be negligible sectionintheollegetotal capacity of tanks is
3000 liters which is used for drinking and washroom
purposes.
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The existing system takes the supply from the grid. After
that the 3 phase operated submersible system operates
which is used to fulfill the water requirement tanks. The
block diagram of current system can be as

II.

PROPOSED MODEL

a. Inverter interfaced solar connected system
To use the existing AC motor pump set we need only an
inverter interfacing as well as instead of using the grid
supply we connect our motor pump set with the solar
panel after the inverter circuit. Since the output of the solar
panel is DC and the inverter converts the DC output in AC
[8] so it can easily drive the existing AC operated pump.
The connection can be explained by the block diagram as:-

With the help of this system we can reduce the heavy
establishment cost by eliminating the cost required for
new motor pump set but this will cost a high running and
maintenance cost of the system.
b. DC operated system with solar panel and BLDC
motor
The next proposal is to replace the whole system. In this
proposal all the components along with the grid and motor
pump set is replaced. Since the output from the solar panel
is DC in nature so it is very easy to fed the output of the
solar panel directly to the dc motor, in our project we are
not using conventional dc motor .We are going to use a
BLDC motor. In a BLDC motor there is an absence of the
carbon brushes and commutator which increase the life of
the motor by reducing the spark at the brushes. A BLDC
motor has a number of advantage over conventional motor
as reliability of operation, low maintenance and many
more. Although there are lots of advantage there are some
disadvantage of the motor also such as high cost, need of
the electronically controlled sensors etc. The block
diagram of our proposed model can be as follow:-

establish our small working project and by integrating the
cost of 1 unit to the current requirement we can estimate a
near cost of the proposal including the running,
maintaining and establishment cost of the system. The cost
analysis of the work can also classify in to the various
stages which can be as follow:

Existing grid connected water system
The existing system is already established in the college so
we are not in need to establish the whole system. Hence
the system eliminate the cost of establishment. As we
know that for calculating the electricity bill we need to
have the energy requirement of per day which can be
described in table 3 Also by the college electricity bill we
know that college power factor is 0.982 (lagging) and we
also have different tariff plans of electricity bill .these
different plan will help us to compare the price that is
increase within two years. In our project we assume that
the price are not increasing per day, while there is a
continuous price hike in the electricity. we compare the
cost for the same water pumping system under two
different plan. On the basis of the above data we can also
draw the load cycle of the system. The peak of the load
cycle decide about the rating of the connection and with
the help of above data we will see that peak of the system
is at 21hp. In the cost analysis of the existing system we
have two tariff plans. We all know that the price of
electricity is increasing day by day, there is an increment
of almost 10 % per annum, we will ignore per annum
increment in the rate and compare the cost of the existing
system for two different tariff plan AC Current.

Driven with inverter interfacing
In AC driven system with inverter as an interfacing we
required the installation cost of the system. For installation
of the system we required the cost of solar array, inverter
interfacing and also the accessories cost .This system is
similar to the conventional grid connected method with the
only difference is that the power is fed from the solar array
and for the matching between the DC output of the solar
panel and the AC motor pump set the inverter is used as an
interfacing circuit. Since the peak is 21 hp so to fulfill the
requirement ,we need to design the whole circuit
according to the peak demand which is approximately
equal to the 15.667KW , It is only the approximated cost
by considering the 60% capacity factor we required a
whole of 26.11kw SPV plant , which would be very costly
for us so the best method is load shifting method, by load
shifting means shifting the load from peak hours to non
peak hours and make the curve more flat, so the peak load
is reduced for this shifting of the load we need only to
operate some of the submersible pumps at some different
timing.

III.

TECHNO ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF
VARIOUS PROPOSAL
our prime motive of the project is to reduce the energy bill
down by the efficient use of sun energy so to prove that
our proposed model is much better than the existing
system a cost comparison is necessary collected all the
information regarding the college tariff plan to calculate
the energy bill in water pumping system as well as we
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IV.

CONCLUSION

The various table’s shows that our proposal is much more
cost effective and it start to give revenue in a very short
time. The proposal is also environment friendly, reduces
transmission losses and electrical hazards also. the project
is very advantageous for agricultural purpose.
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